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Scott Robertson returns with his much- anticipated second collection of sketches, clocking in at
a whopping 288 drawings that are sure to amaze and inspire. After a brief hiatus from
publishing, the acclaimed designer and best-selling author of How to Draw and How to Render
is back to remind the industry why he continues to be a force, with a wide, imaginative range of
vehicles represented in the book. From futuristic hot rods and otherworldly rovers, to superheroworthy sports cars and equally incredible headgear, Robertson's latest sketches were created
over the last three years, and are now ready to transport you beyond your own imagination.
Presents the contributions of more than forty artists showcasing various styles of mech design.
Have you ever imagined living in a fantasy world? Beautiful castles, islands floating in the air, a
ride on an airship or resting with the fairies under a mushroom umbrella? Then this book is for
you. Beautiful Scenes from a Fantasy World is the second title in the Everyday Scenes from
Parallel Worlds series. It showcases background artworks featuring fantasy worlds: celestial
castles, pirate ships sailing through the clouds, retro-futuristic inventions, deserted architectural
spaces, towns that have sunk under the ocean, an enchanted forest, and a space locomotive
that runs in a neo-futuristic world. Featuring only a few anthro angels, dragons and other
imaginary animals, attention is focused primarily on the beauty of the illustrated backgrounds
from popular anime, manga and game creators. The fantasy illustrations in this collection are
beyond your wildest imaginings and will surprise and inspire all kinds of art lovers. It might
even make you look at the world differently.
The Art of Splatoon contains 320 inkredible pages of artwork, including 2D and 3D illustrations
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of your favorite characters, maps, concept art, weapon and gear design, storyboards,
sketches, hand-drawn comics . . . and that's only an inkling of what's inside. We're not
squidding around: this is a must have for all fans of Splatoon! Character illustrations! Concept
art! Behind the scenes notes! All the content that splatters most!
Explorer
Ultimate Manga Set
Howling at the Moon
The Art of Splatoon
Inkworks
The Art of Cars
A step-by-step guide to digital painting in Photoshop that covers the fundamental aspects in an
accessible and comprehensive fashion.
Get inside the creative mind of one of Disney's most iconic villains, Cruella de Vil Inside this
personal diary with fashion sketches throughout, readers will get a first-person account of the
events of the film Cruella from Cruella's unique point of view. This in world book contains full
color illustrations of high fashion sketches, images from the film, and written accounts that will
take readers inside the mind of the cruelest designer of them all.
Weingart Lieutenant Richard Mertzbow (aka "Mertz") has been stuck on the mysterious Abakan
Base in solitude for decades, while war raged on his home planet, Terra, between the ruling
Weingart power, which put him on Abakan, and those rebelling against their oppressive rule. One
day a young woman suddenly appears at his door, revealing secrets that threaten to unravel his
already fragile state of mind. Abakan 2301 picks up where 2011's Abakan 2288, by renowned
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mecha artist Kallamity, left off. The sequel is an exciting exploration of mecha, narrated by the
compelling, but strained voice of Mertz as he navigates a world he does not recognize, alongside
Kallamity's, which shares his own complicated adventures in executing his mecha designs. Just as
with the first installment, Abakan 2301 features Kallamity's original story illustrations and
images of his remarkable mech creations--the Kastor, the Watchel, and Briegel II, to name a
few--in all their intricate and colorful glory, with detailed information about their builds, as well a
section featuring prominent artists reimagining Kallamity's remarkable designs.
ROBOT ENVY is not just another book of robots. It is a unique presentation of robots from
Veteran Entertainment artist Dave Pasciuto. Born out of a successfully funded Kickstarter
project, this art book is sure to entertain Robot fans everywhere. With 80 plus robot drawings,
designs and sketches, Robot Envy collects metallic beings from all walks of life- and even includes
pledger inspired designs. - 3 Color Offset-Printed Chipboard Cover - 32 Black & White Interior
Pages - 80+ original robot designs, sketches and drawings - 3.5" x 5" with a uniquely designed
package
Abakan 2288
The Art of Anthem Limited Edition
Darren Quach Sketchbook
The Electric State
Beginner's Guide to Digital Painting in Photoshop
The Art of Ilya Kuvshinov

Hundreds of pieces of art with commentary detailing the creation of BioWare's
groundbreaking epic in an expertly designed hardcover volume! This limited edition
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features : • Die-cut clamshell case • Gallery-quality art print • Exclusive cover •
Metallic-printed and embossed miniature replica of an ancient Fort Tarsis mural!
From the studio behind the hit franchises Dragon Age and Mass Effect comes the
thrilling world of Anthem. Dark Horse Books and BioWare are proud to present The
Art of Anthem, showcasing the grandeur and beauty of this dangerous new world.
A staple of the Japanese arcade game scene, Border Break features heavy-duty
mechs fighting for victory in all-out, robotic-battle action! Now, the outstanding
mecha designs of this unique video game series are collected in one detailed art
book. Included are technical drawings, rough concepts, character art, creator
commentary, mech profiles, and more! No true mecha fan would dare miss Border
Break Artworks!
From the creative force who brought us the sci-fi tale Abakan 2288 comes Kallamity
Sketchbook: Mech in Ink, the latest collection of drawings from world-renown artist
and sculptor Luca Zampriolo. Discover his wondrous mech suits and vehicles and
meet many fascinating characters, plus, learn about the treasured tools he uses from
specific fountain pens and inks to different types of paper to bring his remarkable
drawings to life."
WOOSH! is a collection of personal spaceship sketches created by entertainment
designer Lorin Wood as he decompressed on his couch after a long day at work.
While “analog” in its execution, there's nothing dated about his vision of the future.
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His detailed ships will have you dreaming of space exploration with every line and
brushstroke. And artists, hobbyists, and anyone who enjoys sketching will also
appreciate Wood's tips on what traditional tools to use and how to render.
Beginner's Guide to Sketching
Best Artworks of CG Artists
Mech in Ink
Vehicles from the Outer Rim of Imagination
The Art of Death Stranding
Kallamity Sketchbook
An inspiring collection of drawings and articles exploring the sketchbooks
and artistic practices of 50 talented sci-fi concept artists.
The first collection of works by the Japan-based Russian illustrator, Ilya
Kuvshinov
An inspiring collection of drawings and articles exploring the sketchbooks
and artistic practices of fifty talented fantasy concept artists.
This drawing tutorial from best-selling author Christopher Hart shows
artists how to draw exaggerated musculature of super-sized figures in
action poses.
Woosh
Abakan 2301
The Ultimate Reference Guide for Comic Book Artists
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How to Draw the Battling Robots, Cool Spaceships, and Military Vehicles
of Japanese Comics
Sketching from the Imagination: Sci-Fi
Traverse

Embark on your sketching journey with 3dtotal's inspirational Beginner's Guide to
Sketching: Characters, Creatures and Concepts.
Mecha is a popular branch of manga that deals with robots and other machines. Readers
will be able to draw their own mecha creations by following clear, step-by-step
instructions. Helpful illustrations are also included to guide readers through each step in
the drawing process, and vibrant examples of the finished drawings are shown on each
page. Tips are provided to help budding artists improve their mecha drawing skills and
create better backgrounds for their mecha creations. Budding manga artists will be able to
easily draw mecha characters as complex as a goliath samurai!
The official art book for Hideo Kojima's BAFTA-winning DEATH STRANDING. After
the collapse of civilization, Sam Bridges must journey across a ravaged landscape crawling
with otherworldly threats to save mankind from the brink of extinction. From legendary
game creator Hideo Kojima comes an all-new, genre-defying experience for the
PlayStation®4 system, nominated for the DICE Game of the Year Award. In the near
future, mysterious explosions have rocked the planet, setting off a series of supernatural
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events known as the Death Stranding. With spectral creatures plaguing the landscape, and
the planet on the verge of a mass extinction, it's up to Sam Bridges to journey across the
ravaged continent and save mankind from impending annihilation. The Art of Death
Stranding is packed with hundreds of pieces of concept art for the characters, equipment,
locations and creatures featured in the game, as well as early and unused concepts,
including artwork by acclaimed artist Yoji Shinkawa.
The ultimate illustration collection of Haruhiko Mikimoto, one of the greatest character
designers in Japanese animation, now available in an updated English edition! Haruhiko
Mikimoto is a Japanese illustrator, manga artist, and character designer who has led the
Japanese animation industry for more than 35 years. He has participated in the creation of
a number of masterpiece animation works that have gone down in the history of Japanese
animation, and has created numerous unique and beautiful characters that have become an
indispensable element in each animation work. His work is not only historically valuable,
but it also influences young animators who are active in the modern anime industry, along
with people who aspire to be part of it. This book offers a thorough introduction to the
process of creating various masterpiece characters from "KABANERI OF THE IRON
FORTRESS" to "Mobile Suit GUNDAM: 0080 War in the Pocket", "Gunbuster", and
"Mobile Suit GUNDAM Hathaway". Handwritten comments by Haruhiko Mikimoto are
featured next to some character images, which help the readers to know more details of
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the character designing process. In addition to original character drawings, this book also
contains character design rough sketches, character illustrations, and original cell
illustrations of animation masterpieces that Haruhiko Mikimoto has contributed. Until
now, this book was only available in Japan. Now it has been revised and updated, making
it available for all the Haruhiko Mikimoto fans in the world. Why not discover the origins
of Haruhiko Mikimoto's imagination yourself?
Haruhiko Mikimoto Character Design Archives (Updated English Edition)
Spaceship Sketches from the Couch
Mecha Mania
The Art of Guweiz
Zenith
The Art of Sparth
Following the success of four titles in the Nuthin' But Mech
series, Lorin Wood pivoted skyward to his passion for space
travel. Inviting the work of 51 artists, Wood has curated a
collection of imaginative inventions sharing one common
theme: Traverse. This compilation draws on each artist's
proven ability to design an aesthetically pleasing mode of
transportation, a clear narrative, and a stunning backdrop.
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Be it rustic freighters, streamlined sentries, or a fleet of
modular ships, every original piece portrays an exceptional
vision. Traverse celebrates an impressive lineup of
contributors--from a range of industries including video
games, animation, film, and transportation design--each
recognized with their own unique biography. Featuring some
familiar names from the Nuthin' But Mech series, Traverse
also celebrates the work of dynamic new talent--delivering
an exciting collaboration of innovative and inspired passion
projects. Delve into the world of Traverse with this trove
of intricate and compelling works, each as immersive and
engaging as the next.
In the tradition of the smash hits Toy Story, A Bug's Life,
Toy Story 2, Monsters, Inc., Finding Nemo, and The
Incredibles comes the newest film from Pixar Animation
Studios, Cars, the story of a race car who learns that it's
not all about the fast lane. (In fact, life begins at the
off-ramp.) Offering an insider's view into the artistic
development of Cars, this gorgeously illustrated book
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celebrates the whimsical yet painstaking research that
fueled Pixar's directors, production designers, and artists.
Fascinating storyboards, full-color pastels, on-the-road
snapshots, and hundreds of character sketches reveal the
origins of Pixar's charming and clever automobile-based
world. Gleaned from the team's trips to racetracks and down
the famed Route 66, The Art of Cars is as colorful as its
memorable story and characters, making this book—the only
movie tie-in for adults—a spirited ride down the road of a
masterful animated feature film. Cars is a Walt Disney
Pictures presentation of a Pixar Animation Studios film.
2006 by Disney Enterprises, Inc./Pixar Animation Studios.
All rights reserved.
'Abakan 2288' takes you inside an imaginary future world
where natural resources are dwindling, which is dominated by
robots - Hard Doll Machines - mass-produced from recycled
metal. It also creatively reveals how to conceptualize,
fabricate and finish machine robots.
The year is 2065. The end of Earth and all its habitants is
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imminent. Using the world's greatest technologies, a new
generation of highly advanced, autonomous robotic vehicles
is developed to explore new lands for human colonization.
Inspired by legendary futurists such as Syd Mead (Blade
Runner), German industrial designer and concept artist
Christian Grajewski used his expert knowledge of automotive
design and his fascination with animal anatomy to create
fifteen stunning, interplanetary vehicles. Each varies in
size and technological capabilities, yet they are unified by
one overarching goal: to preserve the human race. From the
stealth rotorcraft Hornet to the massive space transporter
Orca, the designs of Explorer were fueled by Grajewski's
deep desire to launch vehicles beyond Earth's solar system.
He drew from his professional experience working on the
design team at Volkswagen Design Center Potsdam, where he
developed concepts for such carmakers as Lamborghini, Audi,
and Porsche. Explorer compiles Grajewski's early sketches,
wondrous renderings, and design reflections that together
make a case for historic multinational cooperation and the
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incredible innovations such collaborations can achieve.
Robot Envy
The Art of John Harris: Beyond the Horizon
Sketching from the Imagination: Fantasy
Kallamity's World of Mecha Design
Drawing Cutting Edge Anatomy
Visual Development of a Grimm Tale at Art Center College of
Design
Documents the creative process of concept design by 3 students from
the Art Center College of Design under the guidance of their
instructor, Scott Robinson. The concept design includes a host of
intriguing places and people, inspired by the Brothers Grimm's tale
"The skillfull huntsman". Discussion of ideas and techniques used to
create this stunning collection of artwork between Robertson and his
students reveal insights on the behind-the-scenes action of concept
design.
Robot Envy is an online community with thousands of fans and
hundreds of artists coming together to celebrate the world's best robot
art. It began back in 2012 with a successful kickstarter campaign
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featuring a specialty sketchbook/package design project created by
davpunk. Since then, the Robot Envy network has flourished,
promoting a new artist every week for the past 3 years. This
"robolution" inspired a second sketchbook titled, "Robot Envy:
Reconstruction," which featured brand new sketches and designs from
davpunk. Founder Dave Pasciuto (davpunk) said, "We have curated the
best robot inspired artwork on the planet. It's time to promote the
creators and bring their work to life. This is why we launched Robot
Envy: Zenith." Robot Envy: Zenith features a collection of the finest
robot artwork in existence. One giant robot book with over 60
incredible robot artists; illustrators and sculptors from around the
world. We feature some of the most inspiring artists today--like Jake
Parker, Steve Talkowski, Dacosta, Brian Despain, Boris Bakliza,
Emerson Tung, Bambino Monkey and Eric Joyner--just to name a very
few! The book itself is an impressive 8.5 x 11 (portrait orientation),
hardcover, 256 page, full-color art book. The interior pages beautifully
display all of the amazing artwork in vivid detail. Hands down, this is
coolest art book you can possibly own. So join the Robolution and
activate Robot Envy: Zenith today!
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NPR Best Books of 2018 A teen girl and her robot embark on a crosscountry mission in this illustrated science fiction story, perfect for
fans of Ready Player One and Black Mirror. In late 1997, a runaway
teenager and her small yellow toy robot travel west through a strange
American landscape where the ruins of gigantic battle drones litter
the countryside, along with the discarded trash of a high-tech
consumerist society addicted to a virtual-reality system. As they
approach the edge of the continent, the world outside the car window
seems to unravel at an ever faster pace, as if somewhere beyond the
horizon, the hollow core of civilization has finally caved in.
This exclusive book will transport fans into Jakub Rozalski's
mysterious worlds where history, folklore, and modernity
harmoniously clash. Inspired by traces of imagination from his
childhood on the Polish countryside, his incredibly breathtaking and
unique artwork will pull you into his alternate fantastic worlds filled
with colossal giants, ominous machines, werewolves, lonely wanderers
and rural landscapes. Artwork is complemented by sectional text in
English and Polish. Fans can learn more about the artist in the
interview text in English and Polish. This book is a perfect addition to
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your coffee table and an excellent gift for any fan of Mr. Rozalski's
work. Digital art enthusiasts will also enjoy learning more about the
artist's creation process in tutorials at the end of the book.
Sketches and Renderings
Momentary
Machine Rendering
How to Render
Border Break Artworks
How to Draw Manga Mecha
World-renowned visionary artist John Harris' unique concept paintings capture the
Universe on a massive scale, featuring everything from epic landscapes and
towering cities to out-of-this-world science fiction vistas. This collection focuses on
his wide variety of futuristic art, as well as his striking covers for a variety of
esteemed SF authors, including Arthur C Clarke, John Scalzi, Ben Bova, Hal
Clement, Jack McDevitt, Frederik Pohl, Orson Scott Card's Enders books and
many more.
A beautiful collection of sketches and watercolors captures the breathtaking
grandeur of Paris and essence of life in its streets. 10,000 first printing.
Featuring the work of artists who contribute to the 'Nuthin' But Mech' blogspot,
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this book showcases various stules of mecha design. Those interested in modelling,
robots and mecha design will be awed by the extensive range of artwork on display.
Offers instructions for drawing various robots and futuristic figures in Japanese
comics and animation, including spaceships, cyborgs, and weapons.
Srd Sketch Collection Vol. 02
Futuristic Vehicles for Uncharted Lands
Robots, Vehicles and Sci-Fi Concepts
Paris Sketchbook
The Fundamentals of Light, Shadow and Reflectivity
Structura 3

Manga is a popular style of drawing from Japan, and it can be used to tell stories of fantasy
worlds, epic adventures, and cute characters. Readers discover the techniques used to draw
original manga creations, and they learn to draw their own with the help of detailed instructions.
Colorful examples on each page are included to help readers visualize the finished drawings.
Budding artists and anyone interested in the creative world of manga will find new things to
learn and enjoy with each turn of the page!
Inkworks is a delightful collection of mech sketches from key video game designer Darren
Quach. Created to resemble an artist sketchbook, flipping through the pages will elicit the
feeling of looking at private, treasured drawings. A visual journal of mech development, this
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book will provide insight into the techniques of a talented video game concept designer.
Explore the intriguing work of artist Zheng Wei Gu, whose manga-inspired drawings are as
gritty as they are surreal.
Fantasy+ — Best Artworks of CG Artists focuses on the top-qualified digital works in the whole
world, which is the reflection of the top-grade level of illustration creation. Those delicate works
and interviews will shorten the distance between the readers and the authors, so that they can
give readers a better understanding of the painters' excellent computer skills and modeling
techniques. This book is valuable for reference, appreciation and collection.
Nuthin' But Mech
The Skillful Huntsman
Beautiful Scenes from a Fantasy World
Fantasy+ 2
Cruella's Sketchbook
Beginner's Guide to Sketching - Characters, Creatures and Concepts
Collects images from HALO, books covers, and personal science
fiction pieces with tutorials focusing on specific Photoshop
techniques.
The popularity of machine rendering in animation and video game
design has been on the rise for decades, giving way to a new
generation of artists eager to showcase their talents and share
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their obsessions. Admirers of the anime produced in the 70s and
80s will readily see glimmers of what enthralled them as
children in the complex and anthropomorphized forms, their scale
and settings. Some creations are sentient, others are vehicles
for our sentience many have the ability to portray a wide array
of emotions and effects, from the menacing to the humane, the
static to the transformable in the hands of these masters. East
meets West in this volume presenting the best of mechanized art
from the West, Japan and China.
Explains how the human brain interprets the visual world around
us, as well as the subject of visually communicating the form of
an object in easy to understand lessons through the use of
drawings, photography, and more.
From robots and spaceships to aliens, Beginner's Guide to
Sketching: Robots, Vehicles & Sci-fi Concepts is a perfect book
for hobbyists and sci-fi fans.
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